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	The Midget Run
	      By
	 Jason Davis

	A screenplay/ Treatment



	( Jimmy's house Int. )


1.	 The first thing we see his a TV set tuned in to a cage fight.  The volume is really loud, someone gets punched in the face and falls back onto the mat.  (the camera pans back to the living area of the house. ) jimmy hits a heavy bag.  He is practicing is mma skills.

	He hits the bag the with his left hand.  Then, a right hook.

	( Fade to black )


	( Opening Credits.  The camera fades back to more of the workout. )

	( go to )

	Bathroom.

2.	 He steps out of the shower.  


	( go to )


	Bedroom

3.	 Jimmy is performing a wicked guitar solo.  He is playing a red and black les Paul, and he's plugged into a Marshal.  Place for about 30 minutes.  Practice, practice.  

	Fade to black
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	( cut to )

	Int. - Jordan's house

4.	 Jordan and Keith sitting on the couch smoking a bong and watching cartoons.  Keith goes to the kitchen to get some cookies, ( he is spinning a drumstick in his left hand the way drummers usually do.



			Keith.

	I am so hungry right now, - got any Oreos?

			Jordan.

	Yeah, and the fuckin refrigerator, remember?  You put them in there last night.  It was after practice, right after your drumstick almost went through my eye.  Seriously man, you need to watch that shit.  I've only got 2, you know?
			Keith.

	Yeah, yeah, it was barely a flesh wound.


			Jordan.  

	(he's looking over to his friend shaking his head)


	You know you're the reason why we haven't been able to play any gigs lately, you can't remember simple fills.  Just get the cookies.  Get over here and let's burnout with Ren and Stimpy.  Don't forget the cheesy cheetahs.


			Keith.

	You know, if I wasn't so messed up right now, I would definitely be pissed off right about now, but I'm going to let it go.  Zen.  ( continued )
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	( continued ) 


			Jordan.

	Zen?  What the fuck do you know about Zen?


5.	 Keith comes back in to frame with refreshments.

			Keith.

	What?

			Jordan.

	I said, what do you know about it?  Who do you think you are, god damn Robert Plant?


	Key that puts the refreshments down on the table and then Jordan stands up and they have a stare down.


			Keith.

	Well if I'm Robert Plant - then you're John Bonham 'cause you're dead motherfucker!


			Jordan.

	Is that right?


			Keith.

	Damn skippy


	The two are basically nose to nose, getting ready to throw down.  It's almost like it's dead serious someone is going to get fucked up.  Then, Jordan holds up the bong and then smiles, and says.

	( continued )
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	( continued )


			Jordan.

	Take a hit and lets watch some cartoons.

			Keith.
	You ain't got to tell me twice, nigga!  


	They both look at each other and say.


		Jordan and Keith.

	That's what's up!

	( cut to )


	Ext.  Outside of the Hot and Steamy - Day
                  ( strip club )


6.	 Amanda ( Star ) Carr walked out to her car, turning heads as she always does.  It's not because she's smoking hot, which by the way, she is.  She's a little person and she was called in to work.  She's A very confident person and she likes the attention.  
- 	Her car is parked close to the building, today she is escorted by that good ol Nigel, ( a crazy soul with a striking resemblance to the lead singer of Motorhead ).  He successfully does his job and she's safe and sound in her car, ( which has the same get up as the car in The Man With The Golden Gun, the one that Nic Nac drove, minus the wings ).

			Nigel.

	Good night, wasn't it?

                Star.

	Sure was.

			Nigel.
	So Love, what's on the agenda for today?

	( continue )
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	( continued )

			Star.

	Well, I've made a cool $250 in tips, that's just today.  I was thinking about a getting some ink I've got an appointment later.

	           Nigel.

	Did you say $250, damn girl.

	They say goodbye.  Nigel shuts the door.  And we see the hot midget drive away.  


	Cut to


	Int.  Jimmy's house

7.	 Jimmy is sitting on his bed flipping a silver dollar back and forth.  He is contemplating on whether to tell the guys and he's moving on to pursue his fighting career.  He finally finds the answer.  It landed on heads.  Time to face the music.


			Jimmy.

	Shit!

	He makes the call.  He decides to meet Keith and Jordan the local bar.

	The phone rings




			Jordan.

	Hello?

      ( continued )
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  ( Continue )
			Jimmy.

	What's up?  I need to talk to you guys.  About something big - real big.  I'm getting some ink done today, could you guys meet me at the bar in about 45 minutes or so?


			Jordan.

	Yeah, we could definitely do   We need to go to the west side today anyhow.  We're almost out of Weed.  And Charlie owes me a favor.  We're going to cash in for some top of the line stuff from Mexico, do you want some?


			Jimmy.

	Yeah, yeah sure.  But I really need to talk with you and Keith.  It's important.  Band shit - future shit.

			Jordan.

\	Totally.  Are you buying


  (go to)


	Interior - bar.

	

	( The Treatment )


	Jimmy, Keith and Jordan are sitting at their usual booth at the back of the bar.  This is a spot where everything can be seen easily.  Mabel a very attractive waitress is coming over to their table with their beer and their Apple Pie.  They flirt with her but for a couple of moments and then returned to their conversation.  It is Jimmy's plan to break the news lately to his bandmates.  They are talking about Eva Mendes and Scarlett Johansson's bodies, the way guys do.  ( Something about thanksgiving dinner and how they would like to enjoy the pleasures of their fantasies ).  And then, jimmy finds a moment to talk about his true purpose for calling the meeting.  
	He talks about his opportunity to fight professionally which means he would have to move to Las Vegas for awhile.  His friends are happy for him and a little disappointed the same time, for giving up on the band.  Which actually, he's not.  Jimmy tells them that he won't have to move for awhile, he suggests that they go on a tour.  They've been talking about it for a long time, and now would be the right time.  And then one of them comes up with the idea of moving the entire band to Las Vegas and giving it a shot there at the larger venue.
	So what could've been a nasty bit of business turned out to be something very promising.

	Soon it will be time for jimmy's appointment at the tattoo shop.  They decide to meet later at jimmy's house.  Keith and Jordan go and get their marijuana.


	Ext. - bar parking lot.

	They walked to their vehicles.  As they get ready to leave, they see a interesting sight.  A midget going into the tattoo shop, which is next door to the bar.

	Int. tattoo Shop

	Jimmy waits for his appointment.  Today, it appears to be extremely busy, he doesn't mind the wait.  He goes to the area where where there's chairs.  He ends up sitting next to Starr ( the midget ) and begins to strike up a conversation.  They're both interested in one another.  She tells him that she's getting a Red Star on her forearm with a medieval sword through it.  He tells her that he's getting a very old Egyptian symbol for everlasting life with a very detailed fist connected to it.

	After getting the tattoos they decide to get to know  each other better.

	Int. - church

	A few hours later they really hit it off.  They decided to go somewhere where they could have some fun.  They did not want to go to her place because it is all the way across town, and they did not want to go to his place because his mother is sleeping.  So, they decide to improvise.  Down the street from where jimmy lives there is an enormous church.  And today is the day where they have all kinds of activities for the kids and everything.  Everybody is out doing something.  They won't be noticed.
	They go back and were the bathrooms are located.  They start to Fool around.
	When they come out they see something unbelievable.  There is a priest and a very famous  politician just going at one another in the gayist of ways.  So, jimmy and Starr have their cellphone cameras out.  Then, Starr discovers that she knows the famous politician personally.  They were neighbors and she was little.  They are spotted, and jimmy And Starr gets the hell out of there as fast as possible.

     Int. - Jimmy's House

	Hours later it's practice time.  Keith and Jordan are back with the weed.  Jimmy's little companion is there for the practice.  And it's good.

	About an hour into their set, her phone rings.  And it is a very disturbing voice on the other end of the line.  It is somebody who works for the politician.  And he says that there's an organization that's going to kill them both for what they know.

	They all freak out.  Next thing they know is there packed in a van.  They're all on the run

	The Hell Tour begins.


	The end.......

